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1990 Ford Aerostar 3.0 V6 (183) VinU auto tranny.  Vehicle severely cuts out and 
could bearly get to 30mph on freeway.  Happens on and off times, sometimes 
runs okay. Often runs better when cool. I observed the tactometor rise over 3,5 
and let off the gas while going 30 mph. We have replaced plugs,wires, rotor, cap, 
air filter, idler arm control, fuel filter. Do not have the gauge to check the fuel 
pump. Took it to repair shop, they did not check the fuel pump as suggested. He 
did a test drive and duplicated the problem with a wide open throttle. Found the 
ignition (spout?) connector not connected. Made the connection, test drove, no 
problem. I picked up vehicle and within 1/4 mile experienced extreme running 
problems. Sat on side of highway for 1hr., started it up and drove home about 1 
mi. no real problem (maybe) a little hesitation. 
JA: Is the fuel filter an external one, or is it inside the tank? 
Customer: External 
JA: Are you fixing your Aerostar yourself? What have you tried so far? 
Customer: yes. I listed everything that has been replased. 
JA: Anything else you want the mechanic to know before I connect you? 
Customer: replaced no

 Hello and thank you for your question. My name is
Ron and I am happy to assist you today. Sorry to
hear you are having problems today. Give me just
a moment to review your post, and I'll be right
back with the help you need. The Web Site will
prompt a phone call , I'll let you know if it's
needed.

Ron, Ford Mechanic
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 The common cause for the type of problem you
are having is in most cases caused by an
overheating fuel pump and this will usually
happen more so in warmer weather. The problem
occurs when the fuel pump heats up and this
causes the fuel to foam and the pressure to drop.
The best way to determine if, in fact, this is what
you have going on here is to install a fuel pressure
gauge to the fuel rail service and monitor the fuel
pressure while the problem is occurring. Your
1990 with the 3.0 engine needs 28 to 32 PSI and
anything less than the 28 PSI will cause the type
of problem you are having. Usually after the pump
has had time to set and cool off it will start and run
normally again till the pump reheats. Thank you
for taking the time to contact Justanswer today, If
any part of my answer is confusing, incomplete, or
you just need more detail on this issue. Please
post back and we can work from there. I'm not
done until you are happy.

Ron, Ford Mechanic

Thank you, Ron. I'll have to purchase the gauge to test the fuel pump which is what I
wanted the repair shop to do. And I'll have to get back to you tomorrow after I've
performed the testing. I appreciate your explanation of how the problem occurs. What
are your hours of availability for a phone chat? Thanks again, Chris.

I'm good. I'll text you tomorrow.

 Chris, let get the pressure check and be sure to
do it while the problem is occurring. The post
remains open as long as you need me and I'm
here almost every day besides Sunday. Post back
when your ready and we can work from there. The
phone calls are not usually needed.
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Thank you.

 Your very welcome and thank you as well.

Ron, Ford Mechanic

Want to switch to a live
phone call?
We can talk on the phone to make it easier to
get the help you need.

Amount: $26
Connect with the Expert 24/7

 Call me

By clicking "Call me" you agree to the additional
amount and to credit the Expert.
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